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Abstract
We propose a method to construct the on-shell component actions for the theories with 1/2 partial breaking
of global supersymmetry within the nonlinear realization (coset) approach. In contrast with the standard
superfield approach in which unbroken supersymmetry plays the leading role, we have shifted the attention to
the spontaneously broken supersymmetry. It turns out that in the theories in which one half of supersymmetries
is spontaneously broken, all physical fermions are just the fermions of the nonlinear realization. Moreover, the
transformation properties of these fermions with respect to the broken supersymmetry are the same as in
the famous Volkov-Akulov model. Just this fact completely fixed all possible appearances of the fermions
in the component action: they can enter the action through the determinant of the vielbein (to compensate
the transformation of the volume form) and the covariant derivatives, only. It is very important that in our
parametrization of the coset the rest of physical components, i.e. all bosonic components, transform as “matter
fields” with respect to the broken supersymmetry. Clearly, in such a situation the component action acquires the
form of the Volkov-Akulov action for these “matter fields”. The complete form of the action can be further fixed
by two additional requirements: a) to reproduce the bosonic limit, which is explicitly known in many interesting
cases, and b) to have a proper linearized form, which has to be invariant with respect to the linearized unbroken
supersymmetry. In some cases the additional Wess-Zumino terms (which disappear in the bosonic limit) have
to be added to the action. We supply the general consideration by the detailed examples of the actions for the
superparticle in D = 3 realizing N = 4 · 2k → N = 2 · 2k pattern of supersymmetry breaking, the superparticle
in D = 5 with the N = 16 supersymmetry broken down to N = 8 one, the on-shell component action for
N = 1, D = 5 supermembrane and its dual cousins and the component action of N = 1 supermembrane in
D = 4. In these cases we provide the exact proof of the invariance of the constructed component actions with
respect to both broken and unbroken supersymmetries.
1 Introduction
The characteristic feature of the theories with a partial breaking of global supersymmetries is the appearance
of the Goldstone fermionic fields, associated with the broken supertranslations, as the components of Goldstone
supermultiplets of unbroken supersymmetry. The natural description of such theories is achieved within the coset
approach [1, 2, 3]. The usefulness of the coset approach in the applications to the theories with partial breaking of
the supersymmetry have been demonstrated by many authors [4-20]. The presence of the unbroken supersymmetry
makes quite reasonable the idea to choose the corresponding superfields as the basic ones, and many interesting
superspace actions describing different patterns of supersymmetry breaking have been constructed in such a way
[4, 7, 8, 9]. However, the standard methods of coset approach fail to construct the superfield action, because the
superspace Lagrangian is weakly invariant with respect to supersymmetry - it is shifted by the full space-time
or spinor derivatives under broken/unbroken supersymmetry transformations. Another rather technical difficulty
is the explicit construction of the component action from the superspace one, which is written in terms of the
superfields subjected to highly nonlinear constraints. Finally, in some cases the covariantization of the irreducibility
constraints with respect to the broken supersymmetry is not evident, if at all possible. For example, it has been
demonstrated in [4] that such constraints for the vector supermultiplet can be covariantized only together with the
equations of motion.
It turned out that one can gain more information about component off-shell actions if an attention is shifted to
the broken supersymmetry. It was demonstrated in [17], [18], [19] that with a suitable choice of the parametrization
of the coset, the θ-coordinates of unbroken supersymmetry and the physical bosonic components do not transform
under broken supersymmetry. Moreover, the physical fermions transform as the Goldstino of the Volkov-Akulov
model [3] with respect to broken supersymmetry. Therefore, the physical fermions can enter the component on-shell
action only i) through the determinant of the vielbein (to compensate the variation of the volume ddx), ii) through
the covariant space-time derivatives, or iii) through the Wess-Zumino term, if it exists. The first two ingredients can
be easily constructed within the coset method, while the Wess-Zumino term can be also constructed from Cartan
forms following the recipe of ref. [21]. As a result, we will have the Ansatz for the action with several constant
parameters, which have to be fixed by the invariance with respect to unbroken supersymmetry. The pleasant
feature of such an approach is that the fermions are “hidden” inside the covariant derivatives and determinant of
the vielbein, making the whole action short, with the explicit geometric meaning of each term. In the present paper
we review this procedure in applications to the actions of the superparticle in D = 3 realizingN = 4·2k → N = 2·2k
pattern of supersymmetry breaking, the action of superparticle in D = 5 with the N = 16 supersymmetry broken
down to N = 8 one, the on-shell component actions of N = 1, D = 5 supermembrane and its dual cousins and
the component action of N = 1 supermembrane in D = 4. All these explicit actions confirm our conjecture about
the structure of the component action. Finally, we briefly discuss some related questions and further possible
applications of our method.
2 Basics of the method
In this section we present main features of the coset approach, applying to supersymmetric models in which one
half of the global supersymmetries are spontaneously broken. Before going to supersymmetric systems, we will
consider how this method works in the purely bosonic case.
Let us split the generators of the target space of the D-dimensional Poincare´ group, which is supposed to be
spontaneously broken on the world volume down to the d-dimensional Poincare´ subgroup, into the generators of
unbroken {P,M,N} and spontaneously broken {Z,K} symmetries. The generators P and Z form D-dimensional
translations, M generators span the so(1, d − 1) - Lorentz algebra on the world volume, the generators N rotate
broken translations Z among themselves and thus they span so(D − d) algebra, while generators K belong to the
coset so(1, D−1)/so(1, d−1)×so(D−d). All transformations of the D-dimensional Poincare´ group can be realized
by the left action of different group elements on the coset space 1
g = exP eq(x)ZeΛ(x)K . (2.1)
1For the sake of brevity we suppress here all space-time indices.
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The spontaneous breaking of Z and K symmetries is reflected in the character of corresponding coset coordinates
which are Goldstone fields q(x) and Λ(x) in the present case. The transformation properties of coordinates x and
fields {q(x),Λ(x)} may be easily found in this approach, while all needed information about the geometry of the
coset space (2.1) is contained in the Cartan forms
g−1dg = ΩPP +ΩMM +ΩZZ +ΩKK +ΩNN. (2.2)
All Cartan forms except for ΩM and ΩN are transformed homogeneously under all symmetries. Due to the general
theorem [13] not all of the above Goldstone fields have to be treated as independent. In the present case the fields
Λ(x) can be covariantly expressed through x-derivatives of q(x) by imposing the constraint
ΩZ = 0. (2.3)
Equations encoded in the conditions (2.3), do not contain dynamic restrictions and are purely kinematic. Thus, we
are dealing with the fields q(x) only. It is very important that the form ΩP defines the vielbein E (d-bein in the
present case), connecting the covariant world volume coordinate differentials ΩP and the world volume coordinate
differential dx as
ΩP = E · dx. (2.4)
Combining all these ingredients, one may immediately write the action
S = −
∫
ddx+
∫
ddx detE, (2.5)
which is invariant under all symmetries. In (2.5) we have added the trivial first term to fulfill the condition
Sq=0 = 0. The action (2.5) is just the static gauge form of the action of p = (d− 1)-branes.
The supersymmetric generalization of the coset approach involves into the game new spinor generators Q and
S which extend the D-dimensional Poincare´ group to the supersymmetric one
{Q,Q} ∼ P, {S, S} ∼ P, {Q,S} ∼ Z. (2.6)
The most interesting cases are those when the Q supersymmetry is kept unbroken, while the S supersymmetry is
supposed to be spontaneously broken2. When #Q = #S we are facing the so-called 1/2 Partial Breaking of Global
Supersymmetry cases (PBGS), which most of all interesting supersymmetric domain walls belong to. Only such
cases of supersymmetry breaking will be considered in this paper.
Now, all symmetries can be realized by group elements acting on the coset element
g = exP eθQeq(x,θ)Zeψ(x,θ)SeΛ(x,θ)K . (2.7)
The main novel feature of the supersymmetric coset (2.7) is the appearance of the Goldstone superfields {q(x, θ),
ψ(x, θ), Λ(x, θ)} which depend on the coordinates of the world volume superspace {x, θ}. The rest of the coset
approach machinery works in the same manner: one may construct the Cartan forms (2.2) for the coset (2.7) (which
will contain the new forms ΩQ and ΩS), one may find the supersymmetric d-bein and corresponding bosonic∇P and
spinor ∇Q covariant derivatives, etc. One may even write the proper generalizations of the covariant constraints
(2.3) as
ΩZ = 0, ΩS | = 0, (2.8)
where | means the dθ-projection of the form (see e.g. [10] and references therein). The dθ-parts of these constraints
are closely related with the ”geometro-dynamical” constraint of the superembedding approach (see e.g. [22]).
Unfortunately, this similarity between purely bosonic and supersymmetric cases is not complete due to the
existence of the following important new features of theories with partial breaking of global supersymmetry:
2If all supersymmetries are considered as spontaneously broken, the corresponding action can be constructed similarly to the bosonic
case, resulting in the some synthesis of Volkov-Akulov [3] and Nambu -Goto actions. An enlightening example of such a construction
can be found in [20].
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• In contrast with the bosonic case, not all of the physical fields appear among the parameters of the coset. A
famous example comes from the supersymmetric space-filling D3-brane (aka N = 1 Born-Infeld theory) where
the coset element (2.7) contains only P , Q and S generators [5, 7], while the field strength F is “hidden”
inside the superfield ψ : F ∼ ∇Qψ|. Nevertheless, it is true that the all physical bosonic components can be
found in the quantity ∇Qψ|.
• The supersymmetric generalization (2.8) of the bosonic kinematic constraints (2.3) in most cases contains
not only kinematic conditions, but also dynamic superfield equations of motion. A prominent example again
may be found in [5]. Moreover, in many cases it is unknown how to split these constraints into kinematical
and dynamical ones.
• But the most unpleasant feature of the supersymmetric cases is that the standard methods of nonlinear
realizations fail to construct the superfield action! The main reason for this is simple: all that we have
at hands are the covariant Cartan forms, which we can construct the superfield invariants from, while the
superspace Lagrangian is not invariant. Instead it is shifted by the full spinor derivatives under unbroken
and/or broken supersymmetries.
Nevertheless, we are going to apply a coset approach to the supersymmetric cases and to demonstrate how
on-shell component actions can be constructed within it. The main idea is to start with the Ansatz for the action
manifestly invariant with respect to spontaneously broken supersymmetry. Funny enough, it is rather easy to do,
due to the following properties:
• In our parametrization of the coset element (2.7) the superspace coordinates θ do not transform under broken
supersymmetry. Thus, all components of superfields transform independently,
• The covariant derivatives ∇P and ∇Q are invariant under broken supersymmetry. Therefore, the bosonic
physical components which are contained in ∇Qψ(x, θ)| can be treated as “matter fields” (together with the
field q(x, θ)| itself) with respect to broken supersymmetry,
• All physical fermionic components are just θ = 0 projections of the superfield ψ(x, θ) and these components
transform as the fermions of the Volkov-Akulov model [3] with respect to broken supersymmetry.
The immediate consequence of these facts is the conclusion that the physical fermionic components can enter the
component on-shell action either through the determinant of the d-bein constructed with the help of the Cartan
form ΩP in the limit θ = 0, namely, E = E|, through the space-time derivatives of the “matter fields” ∇Pq|, or
through the Wess-Zumino terms if they exist. Thus, the most general Ansatz for the on-shell component action,
which is invariant with respect to spontaneously broken supersymmetry, has the form
S =
∫
ddx−
∫
ddxdet EF(∇Qψ|,∇P q|) + SWZ . (2.9)
Note, that the arguments of the function F are the bosonic physical components ∇Qψ| and the covariant space-
time derivatives of q (which, by the way, are also contained in ∇Qψ|). In certain cases, for fixing an explicit form
of the function F it is sufficient that the following two conditions be satisfied
1. The action (2.9) should have a proper bosonic limit, which is known in almost all interesting cases. One
should note, that this limit for the action (2.9) is trivial
Sbos =
∫
ddx
(
1−F(∇Qψ|, ∂P q)
)
.
2. The action (2.9) in the linear limit should possess a linear version of unbroken supersymmetry, i.e. it should
be just the sum of the kinetic terms for all bosonic and fermionic components with the relative coefficients
fixed by unbroken supersymmetry.
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One should note that the Wess-Zimino action, which is invariant under broken supersymmetry, can be also con-
structed from the Cartan forms following the recipe of ref. [21]. Thus, the role of unbroken supersymmetry is to
fix the coefficients in the action (2.9) to achieve its invariance with respect to unbroken sypersymmetry.
In the next two sections of the present paper we will show how the coset approach works in the cases of the
superparticle in D = 3 and D = 5 with the chiral and quartet Goldstone supermultiplets, respectively. Then
in section 5 we will extend our analysis to the cases of N = 1 supermembrane in D = 4 as well as of the dual
system - N = 1 supersymmetric space filling D2-brane. In section 6 we will show that in order to construct
N = 2 supersymmetric action for the supermembrane action in D = 4, one needs to add the corresponding
Wess-Zumino term. In Appendices we collect the technical details, notation and explicit proof of invariance of
the supermembrane action with respect to both, broken and unbroken supersymmetries. We conclude with some
comments and perspectives.
3 Superparticle in D=3
The main goal of this section is to provide the detailed structure of the component on-shell actions for the one-
dimensional system realizing a one half breaking of the global supersymmetry. As an example, we consider a
system with N = 16 → N = 8 pattern of supersymmetry breaking based on the superalgebra with two ”semi-
central charges” (Z,Z). We show that the resulting component action describes a superparticle in D = 3.
3.1 Superparticle in D=3: kinematics
It is a well known fact that the action for the given pattern of the supersymmetry breaking is completely defined
by the choice of the corresponding Goldstone supermultiplet [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The bosonic scalars of the
supermultiplet are associated with the ”semi-central charges” in the supersymmetry algebra (2.6). To describe a
system with one complex boson (or two real bosons) one has to choose N = 16, d = 1 Poincare´ superalgebra with
two ”semi-central charges” (Z,Z){
Qia, Qjb
}
= 2δab δ
i
jP ,
{
Sia, Sjb
}
= 2δab δ
i
jP ,
{
Qia, Sjb
}
= 2iεabεijZ ,
{
Qia, Sjb
}
= −2iεabεijZ . (3.1)
Here i, a = 1, 2 refer to the indices of the fundamental representations of two commuting SU(2) groups. In (3.1)
P is the generator of one-dimensional translation, while Qia, Qia and S
ia, Sia are the generators of unbroken and
spontaneously broken N = 8 supersymmetries, respectively. As we already explain in the Introduction, in the coset
approach the statement that S supersymmetry and (Z,Z) translations are spontaneously broken is reflected in the
structure of the element of the coset space
g = eitP eθiaQ
ia+θ¯iaQ
ia ei(qZ+q¯Z) eψiaS
ia+ψ¯iaSia . (3.2)
Once we state that the coordinates ψ and q are the superfields depending on the N = 8, d = 1 superspace
coordinates (t, θ, θ¯), then we are dealing with the spontaneously breaking of the corresponding symmetries. Thus,
in our case we will treat ψ(t, θ, θ¯), q(t, θ, θ¯) as N = 8, d = 1 Goldstone superfields accompanying N = 16→ N = 8
breaking of supersymmetry in one dimension.
The transformation properties of coordinates and superfields under both unbroken and broken supersymmetries
are induced by the left multiplications of the group element g0 on the coset (3.2)
g0 g = g
′ .
Thus, for the unbroken supersymmetry with g0 = e
εiaQ
ia+ε¯iaQ
ia one gets
δQt = i
(
εiaθ¯
ia + ε¯iaθia
)
, δQθia = εia, δQθ¯
ia = ε¯ia, (3.3)
while for the broken supersymmetry with g0 = e
ηiaS
ia+η¯iaSia the transformations read
δSt = i
(
ηiaψ¯
ia
+ η¯iaψia
)
, δSψia = ηia, δSψ¯
ia
= η¯ia, δSq = −2ηiaθia, δS q¯ = 2η¯iaθ¯ia. (3.4)
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The local geometric properties of the system are specified by the left-invariant Cartan forms
g−1dg = iωPP + (ωQ)iaQ
ia + (ω¯Q)
iaQia + iωZZ + iω¯ZZ + (ωS)iaS
ia + (ω¯S)
iaSia (3.5)
which can be explicitly written in the considered case as
ωP = dt− i
(
θ¯iadθia + θiadθ¯
ia + ψ¯
ia
dψia +ψiadψ¯
ia)
, (ωQ)ia = dθia, (ω¯Q)
ia = dθ¯ia,
(ωS)ia = dψia, (ω¯S)
ia = dψ¯
ia
, ωZ = dq + 2ψ
iadθia, ω¯Z = dq¯ − 2ψ¯iadθ¯ia. (3.6)
Using the covariant differentials (ωP , dθia, dθ¯
ia) (3.6), one may construct the covariant derivatives
∂t = E∇t , E = 1− i
(
ψia
˙¯ψia + ψ¯
ia
ψ˙ia
)
, E−1 = 1 + i
(
ψia∇tψ¯ia + ψ¯ia∇tψia
)
,
∇ia = Dia − i
(
ψkbD
iaψ¯
kb
+ ψ¯
kb
Diaψkb
)
∇t = Dia − i
(
ψkb∇iaψ¯kb + ψ¯kb∇iaψkb
)
∂t,
∇ia = Dia − i
(
ψkbDiaψ¯
kb
+ ψ¯
kb
Diaψkb
)
∇t = Dia − i
(
ψkb∇iaψ¯kb + ψ¯kb∇iaψkb
)
∂t , (3.7)
where
Dia =
∂
∂θia
− iθ¯ia∂t, Dia = ∂
∂θ¯ia
− iθia∂t,
{
Dia, Djb
}
= −2iδab δij∂t. (3.8)
The covariant derivatives (3.7) satisfy the following (anti)commutation relations{∇ia,∇jb} = −2i(∇iaψkc∇jbψ¯kc +∇iaψ¯kc∇jbψkc)∇t,{∇ia,∇jb} = −2i(∇iaψkc∇jbψ¯kc +∇iaψ¯kc∇jbψkc)∇t,[∇t,∇ia] = −2i(∇tψkc∇iaψ¯kc +∇tψ¯kc∇iaψkc)∇t,[∇t,∇ia] = −2i(∇tψkc∇iaψ¯kc +∇tψ¯kc∇iaψkc)∇t,{∇ia,∇jb} = −2iδab δij∇t − 2i(∇iaψkc∇jbψ¯kc +∇iaψ¯kc∇jbψkc)∇t. (3.9)
To reduce the number of independent Goldstone superfields let us impose the conditions on the dθ-projections
of the Cartan forms (ωZ , ω¯Z) (3.6){
ωZ |θ = 0,
ωZ |θ = 0, ⇒
{ ∇iaq = 0, ∇iaq − 2ψia = 0,
∇iaq¯ = 0, ∇iaq¯ + 2ψ¯ia = 0.
(3.10)
One part of these kinematical constraints can be recognized as the covariant chirality conditions on the superfields
q and q¯, while the remaining two equations express the fermionic Goldstone superfields ψia and ψ¯ia as the spinor
derivatives of the bosonic superfields q and q¯, thereby realizing the Inverse Higgs phenomenon [13].
3.2 Superparticle in D=3: dynamics
It is well known that the standard chirality conditions are not enough to select an irreducible N = 8, d = 1
supermultiplet: one has impose additional, second order in the spinor derivatives constraints on the superfield {q, q¯}
[23]. Unfortunately, as it often happened in the coset approach, the direct covariantization of the irreducibility
constraints is not covariant [5], while the simultaneous covariantization of the constraints and the equations of
motion works perfectly. That is why we propose the following equations which should describe our superparticle
∇iaψjb = 0, ∇iaψ¯jb = 0. (3.11)
These equations are covariant with respect to both unbroken and broken supersymmetries. One should wonder
whether the equations (3.11) are self-consistent? Indeed, due to eqs. (3.10) from (3.11) we have
∇iaψjb =
1
2
∇ia∇jbq = 0 ⇒ {∇ia,∇jb} q = 0. (3.12)
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So, one may expect some additional conditions on the superfield q due to the relations (3.9). However, on the
constraints surface in (3.11) we have {∇ia,∇jb} = 0, {∇ia,∇jb} = 0, (3.13)
and thus the equations (3.11) are perfectly self-consistent.
It is worth mentioning that the rest of the commutators in (3.9) are also simplified, when (3.11) are satisfied.
Indeed, on the constraints (3.11) surface they read{∇ia,∇jb} = −2iδijδab (1 + λλ¯)∇t, [∇t,∇ia] = 2iλ¯∇tψia∇t, [∇t,∇ia] = 2iλ∇tψ¯ia∇t, (3.14)
where we introduced the superfields {λ, λ¯}{
∇iaψjb + εijεabλ = 0,
∇iaψ¯jb + εijεabλ¯ = 0, ⇒
{
∇tq + iλ1+λλ¯ = 0 ,
∇tq¯ − iλ¯1+λλ¯ = 0.
(3.15)
The superfield equations (3.11) lead in the bosonic limit to the following equation of motion for the complex
scalar field q = q|θ=0:
d
dt
[
q˙√
1− 4q˙ ˙¯q
]
= 0. (3.16)
The last equation can be easy deduced from the bosonic action
Sbos =
∫
dt
(
1−
√
1− 4q˙ ˙¯q
)
. (3.17)
Thus, the bosonic action for a particle in D = 3 space-time is known.
3.3 Superparticle in D=3: component action
Despite the explicit construction of the proper equations of motion within the superfield version of the coset
approach, it is poorly adapted for the construction of the action. That is why in the paper [17] the component
version of the coset approach to construct the actions has been proposed. In the application to the present case,
the basic steps of this method can be formulated as follows:
• Firstly, on-shell our N = 8 supermultiplet {q, q¯} contains the following physical components:
q = q|θ=0, q¯ = q¯|θ=0, ψia = ψia|θ=0, ψ¯ia = ψ¯ia|θ=0.
They are just the first components of the superfields parameterizing the coset (3.2).
• Secondly, with respect to broken supersymmetry δθ = δθ¯ = 0 (3.4). This means, that the transformation
properties of the physical components {q, q¯, ψia, ψ¯ia} under broken supersymmetry can be extracted from the
coset
g|θ=0 = eitP ei(qZ+q¯Z) eψiaS
ia+ψ¯iaSia . (3.18)
In other words, the fields {q, q¯, ψia, ψ¯ia} parameterize the coset (3.18) which is responsible for full breaking
of the S supersymmetry. Moreover, with respect to this supersymmetry the fields {q, q¯} are just “matter
fields”, because δSq = δS q¯ = 0, while the fermions {ψia, ψ¯ia} are just Goldstone fermions. This means that
the component action has to be of the Volkov-Akulov type [3], i.e. the fermions {ψia, ψ¯ia} may enter the
action through the einbein E or through the covariant derivatives Dtq,Dtq¯ only, with
∂t = EDt, E = E|θ=0 = 1− i
(
ψia
˙¯ψia + ψ¯iaψ˙ia
)
, E−1 = 1 + i (ψiaDtψ¯ia + ψ¯iaDtψia) . (3.19)
Thus, the unique candidate to be the component on-shell action, invariant with respect to spontaneously
broken S supersymmetry reads
S = α
∫
dt+
∫
dtEF [DtqDtq¯] (3.20)
with an arbitrary, for the time being, function F and a constant parameter α.
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• Finally, considering the bosonic limit of the action (3.20) and comparing it with the known bosonic action
(3.17) one may find the function F :∫
dt (α+ F [q˙ ˙¯q]) =
∫
dt
(
1−
√
1− 4q˙ ˙¯q
)
⇒ F =
(
1− α−
√
1− 4q˙ ˙¯q
)
. (3.21)
Therefore, the most general component action possessing the proper bosonic limit (3.17) and invariant under
spontaneously broken supersymmetry has the form
S = α
∫
dt+ (1 − α)
∫
dt E −
∫
dt E
√
1− 4DtqDtq¯ . (3.22)
In principle, the invariance of the action (3.22) under broken supersymmetry is evident. Nevertheless, it should be
explicitly checked.
From (3.4) we obtain the total variations of our components and the time coordinate t:
δSt = i
(
ηiaψ¯
ia + η¯iaψia
)
, δSψia = ηia, δSψ¯
ia = η¯ia, δSq = 0, δS q¯ = 0. (3.23)
Therefore, the transformations of the components in the fixed point read
δ∗Sq = δSq − δSt q˙, δ∗Sψia = δSψia − δSt ˙ψia. (3.24)
Then, it immediately follows from (3.24) and definitions (3.19) that
δ∗S (EF [DtqDtq¯]) = −i∂t
[(
ηiaψ¯
ia + η¯iaψia
) EF [DtqDtq¯]] . (3.25)
Thus, the two last terms in the action (3.22) are invariant, while the invariance of the first term is evident.
The final step is to check the invariance of the action (3.22) under unbroken supersymmetry which is realized
on the components as follows:
δ∗Qq = −2εiaψia + i
(
εiaψiaλ¯+ ε¯
iaψ¯iaλ
)
∂tq
δ∗Qψia = ε¯iaλ+ i
(
εjbψjbλ¯+ ε¯
jbψ¯jbλ
)
∂tψia . (3.26)
Here, λ is the first component of the superfield λ defined in (3.15)
λ =
2iDtq
1 +
√
1− 4DtqDtq¯
. (3.27)
From (3.26) and the definitions (3.19) one may easily find the transformation properties of the main ingredients
δ∗QE = i∂t
[(
εjbψjbλ¯+ ε¯
jbψ¯jbλ
) E] − 2i(εjbψ˙jbλ¯+ ε¯jb ˙¯ψjbλ) ,
δ∗QDtq = i
(
εjbψjbλ¯+ ε¯
jbψ¯jbλ
)
∂t(Dtq)− 2εjbDtψjb + 2i
(
εjbDtψjbλ¯+ ε¯jbDtψ¯jbλ
)Dtq. (3.28)
Now, one may calculate the variation of the integrand in the action (3.20)
δ∗Q (E F) = 2∂t
[
E ε
jbψjbDtq¯ − ε¯jbψ¯jbDtq
1 +
√
1− 4DtqDtq¯
F
]
+
+
εjbψ˙jbDtq¯ − ε¯jb ˙¯ψjbDtq
1 +
√
1− 4DtqDtq¯
[
−4F − 2F ′
(
1 +
√
1− 4DtqDtq¯ − 4DtqDtq¯
)]
. (3.29)
Substituting the function F (3.21) and its derivative over its argument DtqDtq¯, we find that the second term in the
variation (3.29) cancels out, provided α = 2. Keeping in mind that the first term in the action (3.22) is trivially
invariant under unbroken supersymmetry, we conclude that the unique component action invariant under both
unbroken and broken N = 8 supersymmetries reads
S = 2
∫
dt−
∫
dt E
(
1 +
√
1− 4DtqDtq¯
)
. (3.30)
We end this section with two comments.
Firstly, one should note that the construction of the component action, we considered in the previous section, has
two interesting peculiarities:
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• It is based on the coset realization of the N = 16 superalgebra (3.1)
• In the component action (3.30) the summation over indices {i, a} of two SU(2) groups affected only physical
fermions {ψia, ψ¯ia}.
It is quite clear, that in such a situation one may consider two subalgebras of N = 16 superalgebra:
• N = 8 supersymmetry, by choosing the corresponding supercharges as
Q˜i ≡ Qi1, Q˜i ≡ Qi1, S˜i ≡ Si2, S˜i ≡ Si2, (3.31)
• N = 4 supersymmetry with the supercharges
Qˆ ≡ Q11, Q̂ ≡ Q11, Sˆ ≡ S22, Ŝ ≡ S22. (3.32)
It is evident that the corresponding component actions will be given by the same expression (3.30), in which the
“new” einbeins and covariant derivatives read
N = 8 case:
{
∂t = E˜D˜t, E˜ = 1− i
(
ψi2
˙¯ψi2 + ψ¯i2ψ˙i2
)
, E˜−1 = 1 + i
(
ψi2D˜tψ¯i2 + ψ¯i2D˜tψi2
)
, (3.33)
N = 4 case:
{
∂t = Eˆ Dˆt, Eˆ = 1− i
(
ψ22
˙¯ψ22 + ψ¯22ψ˙22
)
, Eˆ−1 = 1 + i
(
ψ22Dˆtψ¯22 + ψ¯22Dˆtψ22
)
. (3.34)
Thus, we see that the action (3.30) has a universal character, describing the series of theories with the following
patterns of global supersymmetry breaking N = 16→ N = 8, N = 8→ N = 4 and N = 4→ N = 2.
Secondly, it is almost evident, that the universality of the action (3.30) can be used to extend our construction to
the cases of N = 4 · 2k supersymmetries by adding the needed numbers of SU(2) indices to the superscharges as
Q→ Qα1...αk , Q→ Qα1...αk , S → Sα1...αk , S → Sα1...αk , (3.35)
obeying the N = 4 · 2k Poincare´ superalgebra{
Qα1...αk , Qβ1...βk
}
= 2δα1β1 . . . δ
αk
βk
P ,
{
Sα1...αk , Sβ1...βk
}
= 2δα1β1 . . . δ
αk
βk
P ,{
Qα1...αk , Sβ1...βk
}
= 2iεα1β1 . . . εαkβkZ ,
{
Qα1...αk , Sβ1...βk
}
= −2iεα1β1 . . . εαkβkZ , . (3.36)
Once again, the component action describing superparticles in D = 3 space with N = 4·2k Poincare´ supersymmetry
partially broken down to the N = 2 · 2k one will be given by the same expression (3.30) with the following
substitutions
ψ → ψα1...αk , ψ¯ → ψ¯α1...αk , E = 1− i
(
ψα1...αk
˙¯ψα1...αk + ψ¯α1...αk ψ˙α1...αk
)
. (3.37)
4 Superparticle in D=5
In this section we will apply our approach to N = 16 superparticle in D = 5. The corresponding superfield
equations of motion for this system, which possesses 8 manifest and 8 spontaneously broken supersymmetries, have
been constructed within the coset approach in [11], while the action is still unknown.
To describe the superparticle in D = 5 with 16 supersymmetries one has to start with the following superalgebra
{Qiα, Qjβ} = εijΩαβP, {Qiα, Sbβ} = δβαZib, {Saα, Sbβ} = −εabΩαβP, (i, a = 1, 2; α, β = 1, 2, 3, 4) (4.1)
where the invariant Spin(5) symplectic metric Ωαβ, allowing to raise and lower the spinor indices, obeys the
conditions3
Ωαβ = −Ωβα , Ωαβ = −1
2
εαβλσΩλσ , Ωαβ = −1
2
εαβλσΩ
λσ , ΩαβΩ
βγ = δγα . (4.2)
3We use the following convention: εαβλσεαβλσ = 24 , ε
αβλσεαβµρ = 2(δ
λ
µ δ
σ
ρ − δ
λ
ρ δ
σ
µ).
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From the one-dimensional perspective this algebra is N = 16 super Poincare´ algebra with four central charges
Zia. If we are going to treat S supersymmetry to be spontaneously broken, then we have to consider the following
element of the coset:4
g = etP eθ
α
i
Qi
α eqiaZ
ia
eψaαS
aα
. (4.3)
Here (t, θαi ) are the coordinates of N = 8, d = 1 superspace while qia = qia(t, θ
α
i ), ψaα = ψaα(t, θ
α
i ), are the
Goldstone superfields.
Similarly to the case considered in the previous section, one may find the transformation properties of the
coordinates and superfields, by acting from the left on the coset element (4.3) by different elements of the group
with constant parameters. So, for the unbroken supersymmetry (g0 = exp (ε
α
i Q
i
α)) one gets
δQt = −1
2
εαi θ
iβΩαβ , δQθ
α
i = ε
α
i , (4.4)
while for the broken supersymmetry (g0 = exp (ηaαS
aα)) the corresponding transformations read
δSt = −1
2
ηaαψaβΩ
αβ , δSψaα = ηaα , δSqia = −ηaαθαi . (4.5)
The last needed ingredient is the Cartan forms, defined in a standard way as
g−1dg = ωPP + (ωQ)
α
i Q
i
α + (ωZ)ia Z
ia + (ωS)aα S
aα , (4.6)
with
ωP = dt− 1
2
dθαi θ
iβΩαβ +
1
2
dψaαψ
a
βΩ
αβ , (ωZ)ia = dqia − dθαi ψaα
(ωQ)
α
i = dθ
α
i , (ωS)aα = dψaα. (4.7)
Using the covariant differentials {ωP , (ωQ)αi } one may construct the covariant derivatives ∇t and ∇iα
∂t = E∇t , E = 1 + 1
2
Ωβγψaβ∂tψaγ , E
−1 = 1− 1
2
Ωβγψaβ∇tψaγ , (4.8)
∇iα = Diα +
1
2
ΩβγψaβD
i
αψaγ∇t = Diα +
1
2
Ωβγψaβ∇iαψaγ∂t , (4.9)
where
Diα =
∂
∂θαi
+
1
2
θiβΩαβ∂t ,
{
Diα, D
j
β
}
= εij Ωαβ ∂t . (4.10)
These covariant derivatives satisfy the following (anti)commutation relations:{
∇iα,∇jβ
}
= εij Ωαβ ∇t +Ωλσ∇iαψbλ∇jβψbσ∇t ,[
∇t,∇iα
]
= Ωβγ ∇tψbβ ∇iαψbγ∇t . (4.11)
Now, in a full analogy with the previously considered case, we impose the following invariant condition on the
dθ-projections of Cartan form (ωZ)ia (4.7):
(ωZ)ia|θ = 0 ⇒
{
∇(jα qi)a = 0 , (a)
∇iα qia − 2ψaα = 0. (b)
(4.12)
The condition (4.12b) identifies the fermionic superfield ψaα with the spinor derivatives of the superfield qia, just
reducing the independent superfields to bosonic qia ones (this is again the Inverse Higgs Phenomenon [13]). The
4Here, we strictly follow the notations adopted in [11] which are slightly different with those we used in the previous sections.
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conditions (4.12a) are more restrictive - they nullify all auxiliary components in the superfield qia. Indeed, it
immediately follows from (4.12) that
3
2
∇jβψaα =
{
∇jβ ,∇iα
}
qia −
1
2
{∇jα,∇iβ} qia. (4.13)
Using anti-commutators (4.11), one may solve this equation as follows:
∇jβ ψaα +
1
2
λjaΩαβ = 0 , (4.14)
where the superfield λia is defined as (λ2 = λiaλia)
∇t qia − 1
2
λia
1 + λ
2
8
= 0. (4.15)
Thus, we have the on-shell situation. In [11] the corresponding bosonic equation of motion has been found to be
d
dt
(
q˙ia√
1− 2q˙jbq˙jb
)
= 0, (4.16)
where qia = qia|θ=0 are the first components of the superfield qia. The equation of motion (4.14) corresponds to
the static-gauge form of Nambu-Goto action for the massive particle in D = 5 space-time
Sbos ∼
∫
dt
(
1−
√
1− 2q˙iaq˙ia
)
. (4.17)
To construct the on-shell component action we will follow the same procedure which was described above in
full details. So, we will omit unessential details concentrating only on the new features.
If we are interested in the invariance with respect to broken S supersymmetry, then we may consider the reduced
coset element
g|θ=0 = etP eqiaZ
ia
eψaαS
aα
. (4.18)
Here, qia and ψaα are the first components of the superfields qia and ψaα. Similarly to the discussion in section
3, the Goldstone fermions ψaα may enter the component action only through the einbein E and the covariant
derivatives Dtqia, defined now as
∂t = E Dt , E = 1 + 1
2
Ωβγψaβ∂tψaγ , E−1 = 1−
1
2
ΩβγψaβDtψaγ , (4.19)
Keeping in the mind the known bosonic limit of the action (4.17), we come to the unique candidate of the component
on-shell action
S = α
∫
dt+ (1− α)
∫
dt E −
∫
dt E
√
1− 2DtqiaDtqia . (4.20)
This action is perfectly invariant with respect to broken S supersymmetry, realized on the physical components
and their derivatives as
δ∗Sqia =
1
2
ηbαψbβΩ
αβ∂tqia , δ
∗
S(Dt qia) =
1
2
ηbαψbβΩ
αβ∂t(Dt qia) , δ∗Sψaα = ηaα +
1
2
ηbβψbλΩ
βλ∂tψaα . (4.21)
From (4.21) one may find the transformation properties of the einbein E
δ∗SE =
1
2
ηaα∂t
(EΩαβψaβ) . (4.22)
Now, combining (4.21) and (4.22), we will get
δ∗S
(EF [Dt qjbDt qjb]) = 1
2
ηaα∂t
(
Ωαβψaβ E F
[Dt qjbDt qjb]) , (4.23)
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and, therefore, the second and the third terms in the action (4.20) are separately invariant with respect to S
supersymmetry. The first term in (4.20) is trivially invariant with respect to both, broken and unbroken super-
symmetries.
The last step is to impose invariance with respect to unbroken Q supersymmetry. Under the transformations
of unbroken supersymmetry taken in the fixed point the variation of any superfield reads
δ∗QF = −εαi QiαF .
From this one may find the variations of the components qia and ψaα and their covariant derivatives:
δ∗Qqia = −εαi ψaα +
1
4
εαj λ
jbψbα∂tqia ,
δ∗Q(Dtqia) = −εαi Dtψaα +
1
4
εαj
λia
1 + 18 λ
2
λjbDtψbα + 1
4
εαj λ
jbψbα∂t(Dtqia) ,
δ∗Qψaα =
1
2
εβjΩαβλ
j
a +
1
4
εβj λ
jbψbβ∂tψaα . (4.24)
The variation of the einbein E can be also computed and it reads
δ∗QE =
1
4
εβj ∂t
(Eλjbψbβ)− 1
2
εβj λ
jb∂tψbβ . (4.25)
It is a matter of lengthy, but straightforward calculations to check that the action (4.20) is invariant under unbroken
supersymmetry (4.24), (4.25) if α = 2.
Thus, the component action, invariant under both unbroken and broken N = 8 supersymmetries, reads
S =
∫
dt
[
2− E
(
1 +
√
1− 2DtqiaDtqia
)]
. (4.26)
5 Supermembrane in D=4
As an instructive application of our approach we consider in this section as an example two models, namely, the
supermembrane in D = 4 and the supersymmetric space-filling D2-brane. We will mainly follow the paper [9].
5.1 Supermembrane in D=4: kinematical constraints, equations of motion and the
component action
The nonlinear realization of the breaking N = 1, D = 4 → N = 1, d = 3 has been constructed in [9]. There, the
N = 1, D = 4 super Poincare´ group has been realized in its coset over the d = 3 Lorentz group SO(1, 2)
g = ex
abPabeθ
aQaeqZeψ
aSaeΛ
abKab . (5.1)
Here, xab, θa are N = 1, d = 3 superspace coordinates, while the remaining coset parameters are Goldstone
superfields, ψa = ψa(x, θ), q = q(x, θ), Λab = Λab(x, θ). To reduce the number of independent superfields one
has to impose the constraints5
ΩZ = 0 ⇒
{ ∇abq + 41+2λ2λab = 0, (a)
∇aq −ψa = 0. (b)
(5.2)
Eqs. (5.2) allow us to express λab(x, θ) and ψ
a(x, θ) through covariant derivatives of q(x, θ). Thus, the bosonic
superfield q(x, θ) is the only essential Goldstone superfield we need for this case of the partial breaking of the global
supersymmetry. The constraints (5.2) are covariant under all symmetries and they do not imply any dynamics and
leave q(x, θ) off-shell.
5We collect the exact expressions for the covariant derivatives ∇ab,∇a and their properties, constructed in [9], in Appendix A.
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The last step we can make within the coset approach is to write the covariant superfield equations of motion.
It was shown in [9] that this can be achieved by imposing the following constraint on the Cartan form:
ΩS | = 0 ⇒
{ ∇aψa = 0, (a)
∇(aψb) = −2λab. (b) (5.3)
where | denotes the ordinary dθ-projection of the form ΩS .
Eqs. (5.3) imply the proper dynamical equation of motion
∇a∇aq = 0. (5.4)
This equation is also covariant with respect to all symmetries, and its bosonic limit for q(x) = q(x, θ)|θ=0 reads
∂ab
 ∂abq√
1− 12∂q · ∂q
 = 0 , (5.5)
which corresponds to the “static gauge” form of the D = 4 membrane Nambu-Goto action
S =
∫
d3x
(
1−
√
1− 1
2
∂abq∂abq
)
. (5.6)
Thus, the equations (5.3) indeed describe the supermembrane in D = 4.
Until now we just repeated the standard coset approach steps from the paper [9] in the application to the
N = 1, D = 4 supermembrane. As was already mentioned in section 2, the nonlinear realization approach fails to
construct the superfield action. That is why, to construct the superfield action one has to involve some additional
arguments/scheme as it has been done, for example, in [9].
Funny enough, if we instead will be interested in the component action, then it can be constructed almost
immediately within the nonlinear realization approach. One may check that all important features of the on-shell
(i.e. with Eqs. (5.3) taken into account) component action we summarized in section 2, are present in the case at
hands. Indeed,
• All physical components, i.e. q|θ=0 and ψa|θ=0, are among the “coordinates” of our coset (5.1) as the θ = 0
parts of the corresponding superfields,
• Under spontaneously broken supersymmetry the superspace coordinates θa do not transform at all (A.5).
Therefore, the corresponding transformation properties of the fermionic components ψa|θ=0 are the same as
in the Volkov-Akulov model [3], where all supersymmetries are supposed to be spontaneously broken,
• Finally, the θ = 0 component of our essential Goldstone superfield q(x, θ) does not transform under spon-
taneously broken supersymmetry and, therefore, it behaves like a “matter” field within the Volkov-Akulov
scheme.
As the immediate consequences of these features we conclude that
• The fermionic componentsψa|θ=0 may enter the component action either through det E (A.14) (to compensate
the transformation of volume d3x under (A.5)) or through the covariant derivatives Dab (A.12), only,
• The “matter” field q = q|θ=0 may enter the action only through covariant derivatives Dabq.
Thus, the unique candidate to be the component on-shell action, invariant with respect to spontaneously broken
supersymmetry S reads
S = α
∫
d3x+ β
∫
d3x det EF(DabqDabq), (5.7)
with an arbitrary, for the time being, function F . All other interactions between the bosonic component q and the
fermions of spontaneously broken supersymmetry ψa are forbidden!
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Note, that the first, trivial term in (5.7) is independently invariant under broken (and unbroken!) supersym-
metries, because, in virtue of (A.5)
δS
∫
d3x ∼
∫
d3x∂ab
(
ξaψb
)
and, therefore δS
∫
d3x = 0. (5.8)
As we already said in section 2, this term in the action (5.7) ensures the validity of the limit Sq=0,ψ=0 = 0.
The action (5.7) is the most general component action invariant with respect to broken supersymmetry. But
in the present case we explicitly know its bosonic limit - it should be just the Nambu-Goto action (5.6). Some
additional information about its structure comes from the linearized form of the action, which, according with its
invariance with respect to unbroken supersymmetry, has to be
Slin ∼ ψa∂abψb − 1
4
∂abq∂abq. (5.9)
Combining all these ingredients, which completely fix the parameters α and β in (5.7), we can write the component
action of N = 1, D = 4 supermembrane as
S =
∫
d3x
[
2− det E
(
1 +
√
1− 1
2
DabqDabq
)]
. (5.10)
The explicit expression for det E has the form
det E = 1 + 1
2
ψaDabψb − 1
16
ψdψd DabψcDabψc =
= 1 +
1
2
ψa∂abψ
b +
1
8
ψdψd
(
∂abψb∂acψ
c +
1
2
∂abψc∂abψc
)
. (5.11)
Let us stress, that such a simple form of the component action is achieved only in the rather specific basis, where
the bosonic q and fermionic fields ψa are the Goldstone fields of the nonlinear realization. Surely, this choice is not
unique and in different bases the explicit form of action could drastically change. The most illustrative example is
given by the action in [24], where the on-shell component action for the supermembrane has been constructed for
the first time.
The detailed proof that the action (5.10) is invariant with respect to both, broken and unbroken supersymme-
tries, can be found in Appendix B.
5.2 Supersymmetric space-filling D2-brane
Due to the duality between scalar field and gauge field strength in d = 3, the action for D2-brane can be easily
constructed within the coset approach. The idea of the construction is similar to the purely bosonic case. The
crucial step is to treat the first, bosonic component of λab as an independent component (i.e. to ignore the (a)
part of Eqs.(5.2)). Now, the generalized variant of the action (5.10) reads
S =
∫
d3x
[
2− det E − det E
(
1 + 2
λab(Dabq + 2λab)
1− 2λ2
)]
. (5.12)
All these summands have a description in terms of θ = 0 parts of the Cartan forms (A.9). The first term is just
a volume form constructed from ordinary differentials dxab. The second terms is a volume form constructed from
semi-covariant differentials dxˆab
dxˆab = dxab +
1
4
ψadψb +
1
4
ψbdψa.
Finally, the last term in (5.12) is a volume form constructed from the θ = 0 component of the form ΩabP (A.9)
dx˜ab = dxˆab +
2
1− 2λ2λ
ab (Dcdq + 2λcd) dxˆcd.
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Since the action (5.12) depends only on λab and not on its derivatives, the λ-equation of motion
Dabq = − 4λab
1 + 2λ2
(5.13)
can be used to eliminate λab in favor of Dabq. Clearly, the Eq. (5.13) is just the (a) part of the constraints (5.2),
we ignored while introducing the action (5.12). Plugging λab expressed through Dabq back into (5.12) gives us the
action (5.10).
Alternatively, the equation of motion for q
∂ab
[
det E λcd (E−1)
cd
ab
1− 2λ2
]
= 0 (5.14)
has the form of the d = 3 Bianchi identity for the field strength F ab
F ab ≡ det E λ
cd
(E−1)
cd
ab
1− 2λ2 ⇒ ∂abF
ab = 0. (5.15)
Substituting this into the action (5.12) and integrating by parts, one may bring it to the supersymmetric D2-brane
action
S =
∫
d3x
[
2− det E
(
1 +
√
1 + 8F˜ 2
)]
, (5.16)
where
F˜ab ≡ Eab
cd Fcd
det E =
λab
1− 2λ2 . (5.17)
Therefore,
S = 2
∫
d3x
[
1− det E 1
1− 2λ2
]
. (5.18)
Clearly, in the bosonic limit F˜ab = Fab and thus, the bosonic part of the (5.16) is the standard Born-Infeld action
for D2-brane, as it should be.
6 Supermembrane in D=5
In this section we construct the on-shell component action for N = 1, D = 5 supermembrane and its dual versions,
corresponding to a vector and a double vector supermultiplets. We demonstrate that the proper choice of the
components and using the covariant (with respect to broken supersymmetry) derivatives drastically simplify the
action: it can be represented as the sum of four terms each having an explicit geometric meaning.
6.1 Supermembrane
In the present case we are dealing with spontaneous breaking of N = 1, D = 5 Poincare´ supersymmetry down
to N = 2, d = 3 one. From the d = 3standpoint the N = 1, D = 5 supersymmetry algebra is a central-charges
extended N = 4 Poincare´ superalgebra with the following basic anticommutation relations:{
Qa, Qb
}
= 2Pab,
{
Sa, Sb
}
= 2Pab, {Qa, Sb} = 2ǫabZ,
{
Qa, Sb
}
= 2ǫabZ. (6.1)
The d = 3 translations generator Pab and the central charge generators Z,Z form D = 5 translation generators.
We will also split the generators of D = 5 Lorentz algebra so(1, 4) into d = 3 Lorentz algebra generators Mab, the
generators Kab and Kab belonging to the coset SO(1, 4)/SO(1, 2) × U(1) and U(1) generator J . The full set of
(anti)commutation relations can be found in the Appendix C.
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Keeping d = 3 Lorentz and, commuting with it, U(1) subgroups of D = 5 Lorentz group SO(1, 4) linearly
realized, we will choose the coset element as
g = eix
abPabeθ
aQa+θ¯
aQ
aei(qZ+q¯Z)eψ
aSa+ψ¯
a
Saei(Λ
abKab+Λ¯
ab
Kab). (6.2)
Here,
{
xab, θa, θ¯a
}
are N = 2, d = 3 superspace coordinates, while the remaining coset parameters are N = 2
Goldstone superfields. The whole N = 1, D = 5 Poincare´ supergroup can be realized in this coset by the left acting
on (6.2) of the different elements of the supergroup. We summarize in Appendix C the resulting transformation
properties of the coordinates and superfields with respect to unbroken (C.6), broken (C.7) supersymmetries and
automorphism (C.8), as well as a pure technical calculation of Cartan forms, semi-covariant derivatives and their
superalgebra (C.11), (C.14), (C.18).
Similarly to the previously considered cases, to reduce the number of independent superfields one has to impose
the constraints
ΩZ = 0 ⇒
{
∇abq = −2i (1+l·¯l)lab−l
2 l¯ab
(1+l·¯l)2−l2 l¯2
,
∇aq = −2iψa, ∇aq = 0,
ΩZ = 0 ⇒
{
∇abq¯ = 2i (1+l·¯l)¯lab−l¯
2
lab
(1+l·¯l)2−l2 l¯2
,
∇aq¯ = −2i ψ¯a, ∇aq¯ = 0.
(6.3)
Here, in order to simplify the expressions, we have passed to the some variant of the stereographic parametrization
of the coset SO(1, 4)/SO(1, 2)× U(1)
lab =
(
tanh
√
Y√
Y
)cd
ab
Λcd, l¯ab =
(
tanh
√
Y√
Y
)cd
ab
Λcd. (6.4)
The equations (6.3) allow us to express superfields Λab,Λab and ψ
a, ψ¯
a
through covariant derivatives of q(x, θ, θ¯)
and q¯(x, θ, θ¯). Thus, the bosonic superfields q(x, θ, θ¯), q¯(x, θ, θ¯) are the only essential Goldstone superfields needed
for this case of the partial breaking of the global supersymmetry. The constraints (6.3) are covariant under all
symmetries, they do not imply any dynamics and leave q(x, θ, θ¯) and q¯(x, θ, θ¯) off-shell.
Within the coset approach we may also write the covariant superfield equations of motion. This can be achieved
by imposing the proper constraint on the Cartan forms for broken supersymmetry. In the present case these
constraints read
ΩS | = 0 ⇒ (a) ∇aψb = 0, (b) ∇¯bψa = −iΛbc
(
tan 2
√
T√
T
)a
c
≡ −iλab
ΩS
∣∣ = 0 ⇒ (a) ∇¯aψ¯b = 0, (b) ∇bψ¯a = iΛbc
(
tan 2
√
T√
T
)a
c
≡ i, λ¯ab , (6.5)
where | means the dθ-projection of the forms.
Let us make a few comments concerning the constraints given above:
• The easiest way to check that the equations (6.3), (6.5) put the theory on-shell is to consider these equations
in the linearized form
∂abq = −2iΛab (a), Daq = −2iψa (b), Daq = 0 (c), (6.6)
Daψb = 0 (a), Dbψ
a = −2iΛab (b). (6.7)
Acting on eq. (6.6b) byDb and using the eq.(6.6c) and the algebra of spinor derivatives (C.15) we immediately
conclude that eq. (6.7b) follows from (6.6). In addition, the eq. (6.7a) means that the auxiliary component
of the superfield q is zero and, therefore, our system is on-shell
Daψb = 0 ⇒ D2q = 0 ⇒ ∂abDbq = 0 ⇒ q = 0. (6.8)
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• It turns out that the variables {λba, λ¯ba} defined in (6.5), are more suitable than the {lab, l¯ab} (6.4) one. Using
the algebra of covariant derivatives (C.18) it is easy to find the following relations from (6.3) and (6.5):
∇abq = −i
λab − 12λ2λ¯ab
1− 14λ2λ¯
2 , ∇abq¯ = i
λ¯ab − 12 λ¯
2
λab
1− 14λ2λ¯
2 . (6.9)
These equations play the same role as those in (6.3), relating the superfields {λab, λ¯ab} (and, therefore, the
superfields {Λab,Λab}) with the space-time derivatives of the superfields {q, q¯}.
Now we present two different ways to construct the bosonic action.
The first of them is based on the consideration of the bosonic coset related to (6.2) and on the invariance of
constraints (6.3), (6.5) with respect to all N = 1, D = 5 Poincare´ supergroup. Thus we have
gbos = e
i xabPabei (qZ+q¯Z)ei (Λ
abKab+Λ
ab
Kab). (6.10)
Clearly, the corresponding bosonic Cartan forms can be easily extracted from their superfields version (C.10). The
bosonic version of the constraints (6.3) results in the relations
∂abq = −2i (1 + l · l¯)lab − l
2 l¯ab
(1 + l · l¯)2 − l2 l¯2 , ∂abq¯ = 2i
(1 + l · l¯)l¯ab − l¯2lab
(1 + l · l¯)2 − l2l¯2 , (6.11)
while the bosonic vielbein Babcd = Eabcd|ψ=0 (
ΩbosP
)
= dxabBabcdPcd (6.12)
acquires the form
Bcdab = δ(ca δd)b −
2
(1 + l · l¯)2 − l2 l¯2
[
(1 + l · l¯) (l¯cdlab + lcdl¯ab)− l¯2 lcdlab − l2 l¯cdl¯ab] .
Therefore, the simplest invariant bosonic action reads
Sbos =
∫
d3xdetB =
∫
d3x
(1− l · l¯)2 − l2 l¯2
(1 + l · l¯)2 − l2 l¯2 , (6.13)
or in terms of {q, q¯}
Sbos =
∫
d3x
√
(1− ∂abq ∂abq¯)2 − (∂abq ∂abq) (∂cdq¯ ∂cdq¯) . (6.14)
The latter is the static gauge Nambu-Goto action for membrane in D = 5. One can also add the following action,
trivially invariant under the transformations ISO(1, 4)
S0 =
∫
d3x. (6.15)
Another way to derive the bosonic action is to use automorphism transformation laws. These laws (C.8) in the
bosonic limit have the form
δxab = 2i
(
a¯abq − aabq¯) , δq = −2i (ax), δq¯ = 2i (a¯x). (6.16)
The active form of these transformations reads
δ∗q = −2i (ax)− 2i ∂abq
(
a¯abq − aabq¯) , δ∗q¯ = 2i (a¯x)− 2i ∂abq¯ (a¯abq − aabq¯) . (6.17)
Due to translations, U(1)-rotations and d = 3 Lorentz invariance, the action may depend only on the following
scalar combination of partial derivatives of bosons {q, q¯}
ξ = ∂abq ∂
abq¯, η = ∂abq ∂
abq, η¯ = ∂abq¯ ∂
abq¯ , (6.18)
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which in accordance with (6.17) transforms as
δ∗ξ = 2i (a¯∂q)− 2i (a∂q¯)− 2i (a¯abq − aabq¯)∂abξ − 2i (a¯∂q)ξ + 2i (a∂q¯)ξ − 2i (a¯∂q¯)η + 2i (a∂q)η¯ ,
δ∗(ηη¯) = 4i (a¯∂q¯)η − 4i (a∂q)η¯ − 2i (a¯klq − aklq¯)∂kl(ηη¯)− 4i (a¯∂q)ηη¯ + 4i (a∂q¯)ηη¯ +
4i (a∂q)ξη¯ − 4i (a¯∂q¯)ξη . (6.19)
Therefore, the variation of the arbitrary function F(ξ, ηη¯) reads
δ∗F = 2i [(a∂q)η¯ − (a¯∂q¯)η] (Fξ + 2(ξ − 1)F(ηη¯))+ 2i [(a¯∂q)− (a∂q¯)] (F + (1− ξ)Fξ − 2ηη¯F(ηη¯))
−2i ∂ab
[(
qa¯ab − q¯aab)F] . (6.20)
Thus, to achieve the invariance of the action one has impose the following restrictions on the function F :
Fξ + 2(ξ − 1)F(ηη¯) = 0, F + Fξ(1− ξ)− 2(ηη¯)F(ηη¯) = 0, (6.21)
with the evident solution
F =
√
(1− ξ)2 − ηη¯ . (6.22)
Therefore, the invariant action has the form
S =
∫
d3x
√
(1− ∂abq∂abq¯)2 − (∂abq∂abq)(∂kl q¯∂klq¯) ,
and thus, it coincides with that previously constructed in (6.14), as it should be.
Let us now construct the full component action for supermembrane which will be invariant under both broken
and unbroken supersymmetries. We begin our analysis with the broken supersymmetry S.
The superspace coordinates {θ, θ¯} of the coset (6.2) do not transform under S supersymmetry. Therefore, each
component of superfields transforms independently under the broken supersymmetry. Thus, from (C.7) one finds
δxab = i
(
ε(aψ¯b) + ε¯(aψb)
)
, δq = 0, δq¯ = 0, δψa = εa, δψ¯a = ε¯a. (6.23)
Then, one may easily check that the θ = 0 projections of the covariant differential △xab (C.10)
△ˆxab ≡ △xab|θ=0 = dxab − i
(
ψ(adψ¯b) + ψ¯(adψb)
)
≡ Eabcd dxcd , (6.24)
as well as the covariant derivatives constructed from them
Dab =
(E−1)cd
ab
∂cd (6.25)
are also invariant under broken supersymmetry. From all this it immediately follows that the action possessing the
proper bosonic limit (6.14) and invariant under broken supersymmetry reads
S1 =
∫
d3x det E
√
(1−Dab qDabq¯)2 − (Dab qDabq)(Dcdq¯Dcdq¯) . (6.26)
The action (6.26) reproduces the kinetic terms for the bosonic and fermionic components
S1 =
∫
d3x
[−i (ψa∂abψ¯b + ψ¯a∂abψb)− ∂abq∂abq¯ + . . .] , (6.27)
but the coefficient between them is strictly fixed. This could be not enough to maintain unbroken supersymmetry.
So, one has to add to (6.26) the purely fermionic action
S2 =
∫
d3x det E , (6.28)
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which is trivially invariant under broken supersymmetry. Finally, in order to have a proper limit
Sq→0,ψ→0 = 0,
one has to involve into the game the trivial action S0 that reads as
S0 =
∫
d3x. (6.29)
Thus, the Ansatz for the supersymmetric action acquires the form
S = (1 + α)S0 − S1 − αS2
= (1 + α)
∫
d3x−
∫
d3x det E
(
α+
√
(1−DabqDabq¯)2 − (DabqDabq)(Dcdq¯Dcdq¯)
)
, (6.30)
where the constant α has to be defined.
In the previously considered cases in the above sections, the Ansatz, similar to (6.30), was completely enough
to maintain the second, unbroken supersymmetry. A careful analysis shows that in the present case there is an
additional Wess-Zumino term which has to be taken into account
SWZ = i
∫
d3x det E (ψmDabψ¯m − ψ¯mDabψm)Dac q Dcb q¯ . (6.31)
The variation of SWZ under S supersymmetry reads (note, that only the variations of ψ, ψ¯ without derivatives
play a role)
δSWZ = i
∫
d3x det E (εmDabψ¯m − ε¯mDabψm)Dacq Dcbq¯ . (6.32)
The simplest way to check that δSWZ = 0 is to pass to the d = 3 vector notations
6. Then we have
δSWZ ∼
∫
d3x det E ǫIJK (εmDI ψ¯m − ε¯mDIψm)DJ q DK q¯
∼
∫
d3x det E det E−1ǫIJK (εm∂I ψ¯m − ε¯m∂Iψm) ∂J q ∂K q¯
∼
∫
d3x ∂I
[
ǫIJK
(
εmψ¯m − ε¯mψm
)
∂J q ∂K q¯
]
= 0. (6.33)
Thus, the action SWZ (6.31) is invariant under S supersymmetry and our Ansatz for the membrane action is
extended to be
S = (1 + α)S0 − S1 − αS2 + βSWZ . (6.34)
Thus, after imposing broken supersymmetry, the component action (6.34) is fixed up to two constants α and β.
No other terms or structures are admissible!
Now we are going to demonstrate how the unbroken supersymmetry fixes these constants. In order to maintain
the unbroken supersymmetry, one has to find the transformation properties of all objects presented in (6.34). Using
the transformations of the superspace coordinates (C.6) one gets for the ǫ-part of the transformations
δψa = −ǫb (Dbψa)|θ=0 = ǫbψmλ¯nb ∂mnψa ,
δDabψc = −ǫd (Dd∇abψc)|θ=0 = 2ǫdDabψmλ¯ndDmnψb + ǫdψmλ¯nd∂mnDabψc ,
δDabq = −ǫd (Dd∇abq)|θ=0 = 2ǫdDabψmλ¯ndDmnq + 2i ǫdDabψd + ǫdψmλ¯nd∂mnDabq , (6.35)
and, as the consequence,
δ det E = ∂mn
[
ǫdψmλ¯d
n det E] − 2ǫdλ¯dnDmnψn det E . (6.36)
6Our conventions to pass to/from vector indices are summarized in Appendix C, (C.20).
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In order to fix the parameter α one may consider just the kinetic terms in the action (6.34)
Skin =
∫
d3x
[−i (α+ 1) (ψa∂abψ¯b + ψ¯a∂abψb)+ ∂abq ∂abq¯] , (6.37)
which has to be invariant under the linearized form of the transformations (6.35) (see also (6.6), (6.7))
δψ¯a = −i ǫbλ¯ba ≃ −ǫb∂baq¯, δ∂abq = 2i ǫd∂abψd. (6.38)
Varying the integrand in (6.37) and integrating by parts, we get
δSkin =
∫
d3x
[
2i (α+ 1)ǫcψa∂ab∂c
bq¯ − 2i ǫdψdq¯
]
=
∫
d3x
[
i (α+ 1)ǫdψdq¯ − 2i ǫdψdq¯
]
. (6.39)
Therefore, we have to fix the constant α as
α = 1. (6.40)
The fixing of the last parameter β is more involved. Using the transformation properties (6.35) one may find
δF = 2 (ǫcλ¯ncDabψmDnmq + i ǫcDabψc) ∂F∂Dabq + 2ǫcλ¯ncDabψmDmnq¯ ∂F∂Dabq¯ + ǫcλ¯ncψm∂mnF , (6.41)
where
F ≡
√
(1−DabqDabq¯)2 − (DabqDabq)(Dcdq¯Dcdq¯) . (6.42)
In order to avoid the appearance of the square roots, it proved to be more convenient to use the equalities
∂F
∂Dabq = −i
λ¯ab + 12 λ¯
2λab
1− 14λ2λ¯2
,
∂F
∂Dabq¯ = i
λab + 12λ
2λ¯ab
1− 14λ2λ¯2
. (6.43)
Performing a straightforward calculation one gets
δ [− det E (1 + F)] = 2i ǫc det E (DabψcDabq¯ − 2DamψmDac q¯)− 2ǫc det Eλ¯cmDabψmDadqDbdq¯ . (6.44)
Similarly, one may find the variation of the integrand of the action SWZ (up to the surface terms disappearing
after integration over d3x)
δLWZ = −2βǫc det E
[(
ψkDabψ¯k − ψ¯kDabψk
)DadψcDbdq¯ − λ¯cmDabψmDadqDbdq¯ ] . (6.45)
Now, it is a matter of quite lengthly, but again straightforward calculations, to check that the sum of variations
(6.44) and (6.45) is a surface term if
β = 1. (6.46)
Thus, we conclude that the action of the supermembrane in D = 5, which is invariant with respect to both unbroken
and broken supersymmetries, has the form
S = 2
∫
d3x−
∫
d3x det E
(
1 +
√
(1−DabqDabq¯)2 − (DabqDabq)(Dcdq¯Dcdq¯)
)
+ i
∫
d3x det E (ψmDabψ¯m − ψ¯mDabψm)DacqDcbq¯ . (6.47)
6.2 Dualization of the scalars: vector and double vector supermultiplets
Due to the duality between scalar field, entering the action with the space-time derivatives only, and gauge field
strength in d = 3, the actions for the vector (one scalar dualized) and the double vector (both scalars dualized)
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supermultiplets can be easily obtained within the coset approach. Before performing such dualizations, let us
rewrite the action (6.47) in the vector notations. If we introduce the quantity
Gab = 1√
2
(
ψmDabψ¯m − ψ¯mDabψm
)
, (6.48)
then only vector indices show up in the action. Passing to the vector notation, we get
S = 2
∫
d3x−
∫
d3x det E
(
1 +
√
(1−DIqDI q¯)2 − (DIqDIq)(DJ q¯DJ q¯)
)
+ i
∫
d3x det EǫIJKGIDJqDK q¯ , (6.49)
where
DI =
(E−1)
I
J∂J , EIJ = δJI −
1√
2
(
σJ
)
ab
(
ψa∂I ψ¯
b + ψ¯a∂Iψ
b
)
. (6.50)
6.2.1 Vector supermultiplet
The vector N = 2, d = 3 supermultiplet includes one scalar and one gauge fields among the physical bosonic
components. Thus, we have to dualize one of the scalar components in the action (6.49). To perform dualization,
one has to pass to a pair of real bosons {u, v}
q =
1
2
(u+ iv), q¯ =
1
2
(u− iv). (6.51)
In terms of the newly defined scalars, the action (6.49) reads
S = 2
∫
d3x−
∫
d3x det E
[
1 +
√(
1− 1
2
DIuDIu
)(
1− 1
2
DJvDJv
)
− 1
4
(DIuDIv)2
]
+
1
2
∫
d3x det E ǫIJKGIDJu DKv . (6.52)
The equation of motion for the bosonic field v has the form
∂I
(
det E (E−1)I
J
VJ
)
= 0, VI = V˜I +
1
2
ǫIJKGJDKu, (6.53)
where
V˜I =
(
1− 12Du · Du
)DIv + 12 Du · Dv DIu
2
√(
1− 12Du · Du
) (
1− 12Dv · Dv
) − 14 (Du · Dv)2 . (6.54)
Then, one may find that
DIv = 2V˜I − V˜ · Du DIu√
1− 12Du · Du + 2V˜ · V˜ −
(
V˜ · Du
)2 . (6.55)
Performing the Rauth transformation over the bosonic field v, we finally get
S˜ = 2
∫
d3x−
∫
d3x det E
(
1 +
√
1− 1
2
Du · Du+ 2V˜ · V˜ −
(
V˜ · Du
)2 )
. (6.56)
This is the action for the N = 2, d = 3 vector supermultiplet which possesses an additional, spontaneously broken
N = 2 supersymmetry.
One should stress that the real field strength is defined in (6.53), but the action has a much simpler structure
written in terms of V˜I .
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6.2.2 Double vector supermultiplet
In order to obtain a double vector supermultiplet, one may dualize both scalars in the action (6.49). As the first
step, one has to find the equations of motion for the scalar fields
∂I
(
det E (E−1)I
J
V J
)
= 0, ∂I
(
det E (E−1)I
J
V
J
)
= 0, (6.57)
where
VI = V˜I − i ǫIJKGJDk q¯, V˜I = (1−Dq · Dq¯)DI q¯ + (Dq¯ · Dq¯)DIq√
(1 −Dq · Dq¯)2 − (Dq · Dq)(Dq¯ · Dq¯) . (6.58)
After a standard machinery with the Rauth transformations we finally get the action
Ŝ = 2
∫
d3x−
∫
d3x det E
[
1 +
√(
1 + V˜ · V˜
)2
− V˜ 2 V˜ 2 − i ǫIJK GI V˜J V˜ K
]
. (6.59)
The bosonic sector of this action coincides with that constructed in [25]. Again, the simplest form of the action is
achieved with the help of V˜I variables which are related with field strengths as in (6.57), (6.58).
7 Conclusion
In this paper, using a remarkable connection between the partial breaking of global supersymmetry, the coset
approach, which realized the specific pattern of supersymmetry breaking, and the Nambu-Goto actions for the
extended object, we have reviewed the construction of the on-shell component actions for the superparticle in
D = 3 realizing N = 4 · 2k → N = 2 · 2k pattern of supersymmetry breaking, for the superparticle in D = 5
with the N = 16 supersymmetry broken down to N = 8 one, for the N = 1, D = 5 supermembrane and its dual
cousins, and for the N = 1 supermembrane in D = 4. Of course, such actions can be obtained by dimensional
reduction from the higher dimension actions or even from the known superspace actions. Nevertheless, if we pay
more attention to the spontaneously broken supersymmetry and, thus, use the corresponding covariant derivatives,
together with the proper choice of the components, the resulting action can be drastically simplified. So, the
implications of our results are threefold:
• we demonstrated that the coset approach can be used far beyond the construction of the superfield equations
of motion, if we are interested in the component actions,
• we showed that there is a rather specific choice of the superfields and their components which drastically
simplifies the component action,
• we argued that the broken supersymmetry fixed the on-shell component action up to some constants, while
the role of the unbroken supersymmetry is just to fix these constants.
The application of our approach is not limited to the cases of P-branes only. Different types of D-branes could be
also considered in a similar manner. However, once we are dealing with the field strengths, which never show up as
the coordinates of the coset space, the proper choice of the components becomes very important. In particular, the
Born-Infeld-Nambu-Goto action (6.52), we constructed by the dualization of one scalar field, has a nice, compact
form in terms of the “covariant” field strength V˜I which is related with the “genuine” field strength, obeying the
Bianchi identity, in a rather complicated way (6.53). The same is also true for the Born-Infeld type action (6.59). In
order to clarify the nature of these variables, one has to consider the corresponding patterns of the supersymmetry
breaking (with one, or without central charges in the N = 4, d = 3 Poincare´ superalgebra (A.16)) independently.
In this respect, the detailed analysis of N = 2 → N = 1 supersymmetry breaking in d = 4 seems to be much
more interesting, being a preliminary step to the construction of N = 4 Born-Infeld action [16, 12, 14] and/or to
the action describing partial breaking of N = 1, D = 10 supersymmetry with the hypermultiplet as the Goldstone
superfield.
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In this paper we also showed that the on-shell component actions for superparticle have the universal form
S = α
∫
dt+ (1 − α)
∫
dt E −
∫
dt E
√
1− βDtqDtq .
With our approach, we explicitly constructed such actions for the superparticles in D = 3 realizing N = 4 · 2k →
N = 2 · 2k pattern of supersymmetry breaking, and in D = 5 with the N = 16 supersymmetry broken down to
N = 8 one. It was shown that the corresponding component on-shell actions are invariant under both unbroken and
broken supersymmetry. In the considered models only the equality of both unbroken and broken supersymmetries
was essential, and their number did not play any role, we expect that all superparticle models with one half partial
breaking of global supersymmetry can be constructed similarly, confirming, thereby, its universality.
One possible application of this method is the construction of models with partial breaking of global supersym-
metry in cases when d > 2, where the superspace actions are known (see, e.g., [4, 5, 6, 7]). We assume that these
actions derived with our method will have a more simple and understandable form.
It would be quite instructive to understand which new features will appear when we will replace the trivial, flat
target space by, for example, the AdS one [26]. It seems that the strategy will be the same, and we are planning
to report the corresponding results elsewhere.
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Appendix A. Superalgebra, coset space, transformations and Cartan
forms
In this appendix we collected some formulas from the paper [9] where the nonlinear realization of N = 1, D = 4
Poincare´ group in its coset over d = 3 Lorentz group SO(1, 2) was constructed.
In d = 3 notation the N = 1, D = 4 Poincare´ superalgebra contains the following set of generators:
N=2, d=3 SUSY ∝ {Qa, Pab, Sa, Z,Mab,Kab} , (A.1)
a, b = 1, 2 being the d = 3 SL(2, R) spinor indices 7. Here, Pab and Z are D = 4 translation generators, Qa and
Sa are the generators of super-translations, the generators Mab form d = 3 Lorentz algebra so(1, 2), while the
generators Kab belong to the coset SO(1, 3)/SO(1, 2). The basic anticommutation relations read
{Qa, Qb} = Pab , {Qa, Sb} = ǫabZ , {Sa, Sb} = Pab . (A.2)
The coset element was defined in [9] as
g = ex
abPabeθ
aQaeqZeψ
aSaeΛ
abKab . (A.3)
Here, xab, θa are N = 1, d = 3 superspace coordinates, while the remaining coset parameters are Goldstone
superfields, q = q(x, θ), ψa ≡ ψa(x, θ), Λab = Λab(x, θ).
The transformation properties of the coordinates and superfields with respect to all symmetries can be found
by acting from the left on the coset element (A.3) by the different elements of N = 1, D = 4 supergroup. They
have the following explicit form:
7The indices are raised and lowered as follows: V a = ǫabVb, Vb = ǫbcV
c, ǫabǫ
bc = δca .
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• Translations and Unbroken supersymmetry (g0 = exp (aabPab + ηaQa))
δxab = aab − 1
4
ηaθb − 1
4
ηbθa, δθa = ηa . (A.4)
• Broken supersymmetry (g0 = exp (ξaSa))
δxab = −1
4
ξaψb − 1
4
ξbψa, δq = ξaθa, δψ
a = ξa . (A.5)
• K transformations (g0 = exp (rabKab))
δxab = −2qrab − 1
2
θcr
caψb − 1
2
θcr
cbψa +
1
2
θarbcψc +
1
2
θbracψc ,
δθa = −2rabψb , δq = −4rabxab, δψa = 2rabθb, δλab = rab − 4λacrcdλdb. (A.6)
• Broken Z-translations (g0 = exp(cZ))
δq = c . (A.7)
• The d = 3 Lorentz group SO(1, 2) ∼ SL(2, R) acts as rotations of the spinor indices.
In (A.6) the coordinates of the stereographic parametrization of the coset SO(1, 3)/SO(1, 2) have been defined as
λab =
tanh
(√
2Λ2
)
√
2Λ2
Λab , tanh 2
(√
2Λ2
)
≡ 2λ2 , Λ2 ≡ ΛabΛab , λ2 ≡ λabλab. (A.8)
The most important objects in the coset are the Cartan forms
g−1dg = ΩQ +ΩP +ΩZ +ΩS +ΩK +ΩM .
In what follows we will need only the forms ΩQ,ΩP ,ΩZ and ΩS which were constructed in [9]
ΩZ =
1 + 2λ2
1− 2λ2
[
dqˆ +
4
1 + 2λ2
λabdxˆ
ab
]
Z ,
ΩP ≡ ΩabP Pab =
[
dxˆab +
2
1− 2λ2λ
ab
(
dqˆ + 2λcddxˆ
cd
)]
Pab ,
ΩQ ≡ ΩaQQa =
1√
1− 2λ2
[
dθa + 2λabdψb
]
Qa ,
ΩS ≡ ΩaSSa =
1√
1− 2λ2
[
dψa − 2λabdθb
]
Sa . (A.9)
dxˆab ≡ dxab + 1
4
θadθb +
1
4
θbdθa +
1
4
ψadψb +
1
4
ψbdψa, dqˆ ≡ dq +ψadθa. (A.10)
Note, that all Cartan forms, except for ΩM , transform homogeneously under all symmetries.
Having at hands the Cartan forms, one may construct the “semi-covariant” (covariant with respect to d = 3
Lorentz, unbroken and broken supersymmetries only) as
dxˆab∇ab + dθa∇a = dxab ∂
∂xab
+ dθa
∂
∂θa
. (A.11)
Explicitly, they read [9]
∇ab = (E−1)cdab ∂cd , ∇a = Da +
1
2
ψbDaψ
c∇bc = Da + 1
2
ψb∇aψc ∂bc , (A.12)
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where
Da =
∂
∂θa
+
1
2
θb∂ab , {Da, Db} = ∂ab , (A.13)
Ecdab =
1
2
(δcaδ
d
b + δ
d
aδ
c
b) +
1
4
(ψc∂abψ
d +ψd∂abψ
c) , (A.14)
(E−1)cdab =
1
2
(δcaδ
d
b + δ
d
aδ
c
b)−
1
4
(ψc∇abψd +ψd∇abψc) . (A.15)
These derivatives obey the following algebra:
[∇ab,∇cd] = −∇abψm∇cdψn∇mn , [∇ab,∇c] = ∇abψm∇cψn∇mn ,
{∇a,∇b} = ∇ab +∇aψm∇bψn∇mn . (A.16)
Appendix B
In this Appendix we will prove the invariance of the supermembrane action (5.10) under broken and unbroken
supersymmetries. The proof for the broken supersymmetry is the easiest one and we will start with this invariance.
Broken supersymmetry
Under spontaneously broken Sa supersymmetry our coordinates and the physical components transform as in (A.5)
δxab = −1
4
ξaψb − 1
4
ξbψa, δq = 0, δψa = ξa . (B.1)
One may immediately check that the θ = 0 part of the covariant differential dxˆab, defined in (A.10)
dxˆab = dxab +
1
4
ψadψb +
1
4
ψbdψa (B.2)
is invariant under the transformations (B.1). Therefore, the covariant derivatives Dab = ∇ab|θ=0 (A.12) are
also invariant under broken supersymmetry transformations. Now, for the active form of the transformations
(δ∗φ = φ′(x)− φ(x)) we have
δ∗SDabq =
1
2
ξcψd∂cdDabq ⇒ δ∗SF(Dq · Dq) =
1
2
ξaψb∂abF ,
δ∗Sψ
a = ξa +
1
2
ξcψd∂cdψ
a, δ∗SDabψc =
1
2
ξdψe∂deDabψc, (B.3)
and, therefore,
δ∗S det E =
1
2
ξaDabψb − 1
8
ξdψdDabψcDabψc + 1
2
ξcψd∂cd det E . (B.4)
Thus, the integrand in the action (5.7) transforms as follows:
δ∗S
(
det EF
)
=
(
1
2
ξaDabψb − 1
8
ξdψdDabψcDabψc
)
F + 1
2
ξcψd∂cd
(
det EF
)
=
(
1
2
ξaDabψb − 1
8
ξdψdDabψcDabψc − 1
2
ξc∂cdψ
d det E
)
F . (B.5)
It is a matter of direct calculations to check that the expression in the parentheses in (B.5) is zero. Thus, the
action (5.7), as well as the action (5.10), are indeed invariant under spontaneously broken supersymmetry.
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Unbroken supersymmetry
It is funny, but in contrast with the superfield approach in which unbroken supersymmetry is manifest, to prove
the invariance of the component action (5.10) under unbroken supersymmetry is a rather complicated task.
Under unbroken Qa supersymmetry the covariant derivatives ∇ab,∇a (A.12) are invariant by construction.
Therefore, the objects ∇abψc,∇abq are the superfields with the standard transformation properties
δ∗Qψ
a = −ηb(Dbψa)|θ=0 = 2ηb
(
λb
a − 1
2
ψmλb
n∂mnψ
a
)
, (B.6)
δ∗QDabψc = −ηd(Dd∇abψc)|θ=0 = −ηd (2DabψmλdnDmnψc − 2Dabλdc + ψmλdn∂mnDabψc) , (B.7)
δ∗QDabq = −ηc(Dc∇ab q)|θ=0 = −ηc
(
1− 2λ2
1 + 2λ2
Dabψc + ψmλcn∂mnDab q
)
. (B.8)
Therefore,
δ∗Q det E = ηcλcaDabψb − ηcDabλbcψa + ηcλcnψaDabψmDmnψb −
1
4
ηbλb
aψaDmnψkDmnψk
− 1
8
ψ2ηdλd
bDbcψcDmnψkDmnψk + 1
4
ψ2ηdDabλdcDabψc − ηcλcnψm∂mn det E , (B.9)
and
δ∗QF = −2
1− 2λ2
1 + 2λ2
ηcDabψcDab qF ′ − ηcλcnψm∂mnF . (B.10)
The F ′ in (B.10) denotes the derivative F over its argument (i.e. over Dq · Dq in our case).
Combining these expressions we will get the following variation of the integrand of our action (5.10):
δ∗QL = δ∗Q
(
det E F
)
= δ∗Q det E F + det E δ∗QF . (B.11)
In (B.11) the last terms from δ∗Q det E (B.9) and δ∗QF (B.10) combine together to produce
−ηaλabψc∂bc
(
det EF
)
.
Therefore, after integration by parts in this term we will get
δ∗QL =
(
ηcλc
aDabψb − ηcDabλbcψa + ηcλcnψaDabψmDmnψb − 1
4
ηbλb
aψaDmnψkDmnψk
− 1
8
ψ2ηdλd
bDbcψcDmnψkDmnψk + 1
4
ψ2ηdDabλdcDabψc
)
F (B.12)
− 2 1− 2λ
2
1 + 2λ2
ηcDabψcDabqF ′ det E + ηc∂mnλcnψmF det E + ηcλcn∂mnψmF det E .
Now, one may check that terms with the derivatives of λab in (B.12) just canceled.
The next step is to substitute into (B.12) the explicit expressions for λab (5.2) and for F (5.10)
λab =
− 12Dab q
1 +
√
1− 12Dq · Dq
, F = 1 +
√
1− 1
2
Dq · Dq . (B.13)
If we note that
λab =
− 12Dab q
F and
1− 2λ2
1 + 2λ2
= − 1
4 F ′ , (B.14)
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it will be not so strange that after substitution of (B.13) into (B.12), the variation δ∗QL will not contain any square
roots. So, it will read
δ∗QL = −
1
2
ηcDcaqDabψb − 1
2
ηcDcnqψaDabψmDmnψb + 1
8
ηbDbaqψaDcdψeDcdψe
+
1
16
ψ2ηaDabqDbcψcDdeψfDdeψf + 1
2
ηcDabψcDabq det E
− 1
2
ηaDabq ∂bcψc det E . (B.15)
Substituting now the expression for ∂bcψ
c det E from (B.5) and slightly rearranging the terms, we obtain
δQL = −ηcDcaqDab ψb − 1
4
ηaDabq ψbDcdψdDceψe + 1
16
ψ2ηaDabqDbcψcDdeψfDdeψf
+
1
2
ηcDabψcDabq det E . (B.16)
Finally, combining the terms in the first line together, we will get the following simple form of the variation of the
integrand
δ∗QL = −ηc
(
DcaqDabψb − 1
2
Dab qDabψc
)
det E . (B.17)
Unfortunately, further simplifications are not possible. The simplest way to be sure that δ∗QL (B.17) gives zero
after integration over d3x is to find the “equation of motion” for q which follows from the “Lagrangian” (B.17)
δ
δq
∫
d3x δQL = 0. (B.18)
Clearly, the expression (B.18) has to be identically equal to zero if our action is invariant under unbroken super-
symmetry. After quite lengthly and tedious, but straightforward calculations, one may show that this is indeed
so.
Thus, our action (5.10) is invariant with respect to both broken and unbroken supersymmetries.
Appendix C
In this Appendix we collected some formulas describing the nonlinear realization of N = 1, D = 5 Poincare´ group
in its coset over d = 3 Lorentz group SO(1, 2).
In d = 3 notation the N = 1, d = 5 Poincare´ superalgebra contains the following set of generators:
N=4, d=3 SUSY ∝ {Pab, Qa, Qa, Sa, Sa, Z, Z,Mab,Kab,Kab, J} , (C.1)
a, b = 1, 2 being the d = 3 SL(2, R) spinor indices 8. Here, Pab Z and Z are D = 5 translation generators, Qa, Qa
and Sa, Sa are the generators of super-translations, the generatorsMab form d = 3 Lorentz algebra so(1, 2), the gen-
eratorsKab and Kab belong to the coset SO(1, 4)/SO(1, 2)×U(1), while J span u(1). The basic (anti)commutation
8The indices are raised and lowered as follows: V a = ǫabVb, Vb = ǫbcV
c, ǫabǫ
bc = δca .
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relations read
[Mab,Mcd] = ǫadMbc + ǫacMbd + ǫbcMad + ǫbdMac ≡ (M)ab,cd ,
[Mab, Pcd] = (P )ab,cd , [Mab,Kcd] = (K)ab,cd ,
[
Mab,Kcd
]
=
(
K
)
ab,cd
,[
Kab,Kcd
]
=
1
2
(M)ab,cd + 2 (ǫacǫbd + ǫbcǫad)J,
[Kab, Pcd] = − (ǫacǫbd + ǫbcǫad)Z,
[
Kab, Pcd
]
= (ǫacǫbd + ǫbcǫad)Z,[
Kab, Z
]
= −2Pab,
[
Kab, Z
]
= 2Pab,
[Mab, Qc] = ǫacQb + ǫbcQa,
[
Mab, Qc
]
=
(
Q
)
ab,c
, [Mab, Sc] = (S)ab,c ,
[
Mab, Sc
]
=
(
S
)
ab,c
,[
Kab, Qc
]
= − (S)
ab,c
,
[
Kab, Qc
]
= (S)ab,c ,
[
Kab, Sc
]
=
(
Q
)
ab,c
,
[
Kab, Sc
]
= − (Q)ab,c ,
[J,Qa] = −1
2
Qa,
[
J,Qa
]
=
1
2
Qa, [J, Sa] = −
1
2
Sa,
[
J, Sa
]
=
1
2
Sa,
[J,Kab] = −Kab,
[
J,Kab
]
= Kab, [J, Z] = −Z,
[
J, Z
]
= Z,{
Qa, Qb
}
= 2Pab,
{
Sa, Sb
}
= 2Pab, {Qa, Sb} = 2ǫabZ,
{
Qa, Sb
}
= 2ǫabZ. (C.2)
Note, that the generators obey the following conjugation rules:
(Pab)
† = Pab, (Kab)
† = Kab, (Mab)
† = −Mab, J† = J, Z† = Z,
(Qa)
† = Qa, (Sa)
† = Sa. (C.3)
We define the coset element as follows
g = eix
abPabeθ
aQa+θ¯
aQ
aei(qZ+q¯Z)eψ
aSa+ψ¯
a
Saei(Λ
abKab+Λ
ab
Kab). (C.4)
Here,
{
xab, θa, θ¯a
}
areN = 2, d = 3 superspace coordinates, while the remaining coset parameters are Goldstone su-
perfields, q = q(x, θ, θ¯), q¯ = q¯(x, θ, θ¯), ψa = ψa(x, θ, θ¯), ψ¯
a
= ψ¯
a
(x, θ, θ¯), Λab = Λab(x, θ, θ¯), Λ
ab
= Λ
ab
(x, θ, θ¯).
These N = 2 superfields obey the following conjugation rules:(
xab
)†
= xab, (θa)
†
= θ¯a, q† = q¯, (ψa)
†
= ψ¯
a
,
(
Λab
)†
= Λ
ab
. (C.5)
The transformation properties of the coordinates and superfields with respect to all symmetries can be found by
acting from the left on the coset element g (C.4) by the different elements of N = 1, D = 5 Poincare´ supergroup.
In what follows, we will need only the explicit form only for the broken (S, S), unbroken (Q,Q) supersymmetries,
and (K,K) automorphism transformations which read
• Unbroken (Q) supersymmetry (g0 = exp (ǫaQa + ǫ¯aQa))
δxab = i
(
ǫ(aθ¯b) + ǫ¯(aθa)
)
, δθa = ǫa , δθ¯a = ǫ¯a . (C.6)
• Broken (S) supersymmetry (g0 = exp
(
εaSa + ε¯
aSa
)
)
δxab = i
(
ε(aψ¯
b)
+ ε¯(aψb)
)
, δq = 2i εaθ
a, δq¯ = 2i ε¯aθ¯
a, δψa = εa, δψ¯
a
= ε¯a . (C.7)
• Automorphism (K,K) transformations (g0 = exp i
(
aabKab + a¯
abKab
)
)
δxab = −2i (aabq − a¯abq¯)− 2θcψca¯ab + 2θ¯cψ¯caab, δθa = −2i aabψ¯b, δθ¯a = 2i a¯abψb,
δq = −2i aabxab − 2aab
(
θaθ¯b −ψaψ¯b
)
, δψa = 2i aabθ¯b,
δq¯ = 2i a¯abxab − 2a¯ab
(
θaθ¯b −ψaψ¯b
)
, δψ¯
a
= −2i a¯abθb. (C.8)
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As the next step of the coset formalism, one can construct the Cartan forms
g−1dg = ΩP +ΩQ +ΩQ +ΩZ + ΩZ +ΩS +ΩS + . . . . (C.9)
In what follows we will need only the forms
{
ΩP ,ΩQ,ΩQ¯,ΩZ ,ΩZ¯ ,ΩS ,ΩS¯
}
which explicitly read
ΩP =
(cosh 2√Y )cdab△xab − i (Λab△q −Λab△q¯)
(
sinh 2
√
Y√
Y
)cd
ab
Pcd,
ΩQ =
{
dθb
(
cos 2
√
T
) c
b
− i dψ¯bΛ ab
(
sin 2
√
T√
T
) c
a
}
Qc,
ΩZ =
△q + (Λab△q −Λab△q¯)
(
cosh 2
√
Y − 1
Y
)cd
ab
Λcd + i dx
ab
(
sinh 2
√
Y√
Y
)cd
ab
Λcd
Z,
ΩS =
{
dψb
(
cos 2
√
T
) c
b
+ i dθ¯bΛ ab
(
sin 2
√
T√
T
) c
a
}
Sc, (C.10)
△xab = dxab − i
(
θ(adθ¯b) + θ¯(adθb) +ψ(adψ¯
b
+ ψ¯
(a
dψb
)
,
△q = dq − 2iψadθa, △q¯ = dq¯ − 2i ψ¯adθ¯a. (C.11)
Here, we defined matrix-valued functions Y ab
cd,T a
b and T a
b as
Y ab
cd = ΛabΛ
cd
+ΛabΛ
cd, T a
b = Λa
cΛc
b, T a
b = Λa
cΛc
b. (C.12)
Note, that all these Cartan forms transform homogeneously under all symmetries.
Having at hands the Cartan forms, one may construct the “semi-covariant” (covariant with respect to d = 3
Lorentz, unbroken and broken supersymmetries only) as
△xab∇ab + dθa∇a + dθ¯a∇¯a = dxab ∂
∂xab
+ dθa
∂
∂θa
+ dθ¯a
∂
∂θ¯a
. (C.13)
Explicitly, they read
∇ab = (E−1)abcd∂cd,
∇a = Da − i
(
ψbDaψ¯
c
+ ψ¯
b
Daψ
c
)
∇bc = Da − i
(
ψb∇aψ¯c + ψ¯b∇aψc
)
∂bc, (C.14)
where
Da =
∂
∂θa
− i θ¯b ∂ab, Da = ∂
∂θ¯a
− i θb ∂ab,
{
Da, Db
}
= −2i ∂ab, (C.15)
Eab
cd = δ(ca δ
d)
b − i
(
ψ(c∂abψ¯
d)
+ ψ¯
(c
∂abψ
d)
)
, (C.16)
(E−1)ab
cd = δ(ca δ
d)
b + i
(
ψ
(c∇abψ¯d) + ψ¯(c∇abψd)
)
. (C.17)
The derivatives obey the following algebra:
{∇a,∇b} = −2i
(
∇aψc∇bψ¯d +∇aψ¯c∇bψd
)
∇cd,{∇a,∇b} = −2i∇ab − 2i (∇aψc∇bψ¯d +∇aψ¯c∇bψd)∇cd,
[∇ab,∇c] = −2i
(
∇abψd∇cψ¯f +∇abψ¯d∇cψf
)
∇df ,
[∇ab,∇cd] = 2i
(∇abψm∇cdψ¯n −∇cdψm∇abψ¯n)∇mn. (C.18)
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The d = 3 volume form is defined as
d3x ≡ ǫIJKdxI ∧ dxJ ∧ dxK ⇒ dxI ∧ dxJ ∧ dxK = 1
6
ǫIJKd3x. (C.19)
Transition from the spinor notations to the vector one is set as follows
V I ≡ i√
2
(
σI
)
a
b Vb
a ⇒ Vab = − i√
2
V I
(
σI
)
a
b, V abVab = V
IV I . (C.20)
Here we are using the standard set of σI matrices
σI σJ = i ǫIJKσK + δIJI , (σI)
a
b
(
σI
)
c
d = 2δa
dδc
b − δabδcd, (C.21)
were ǫIJK obeys relations
ǫIJKǫIMN = δ
J
Mδ
K
N − δJNδKM , ǫIJKǫIJN = 2δKN , ǫIJKǫIJK = 6. (C.22)
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